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Message
from
Rob Dahlman
Fire Chief

Fall is coming!
Notice the traffic?
Still looks like
Summer.
What gives?

Our call volume is up this last month by 10% over
last year. We blew June and July out of the water.
Looks like the flood gates have opened and people
are trying to get out, but stay close to home.
As you all know, we sent our Water Tender 1221 on
a conflagration to the Mosier Creek Fire. Capt. Loren
Nordyke and FF/EMT Eric Maestas were the crew
members.
I expect another deployment of our resources in the
coming weeks. They are already asking for relief
crews for California. The reminder here is to have
your gear ready if you are signed up to go. Also,

while they are gone, we need to step up and modify
our response to fill the void.
Please take the time to review the Temporary SOG
on PPE use. The PPE use on EMS calls has not
changed.
 Wear what is appropriate for the activity you are
engaged in.
 Wash your hands often.
 Wash your uniform at the end of your shift,
or if it gets contaminated.
Recruiting for Volunteer Firefighters has gone well.
We currently have seven applications and have
stopped accepting any more at this time; unless you
know of an outstanding person or someone who is
coming back to our family (already certified).
We are currently in the process of performing
backgrounds and physicals.
We are moving forward to start Continued on page 5

Virtual Fill the Boot
Every day, children are born with muscular dystrophy and adults are diagnosed with ALS and other life-threatening
diseases that take away their most basic freedoms—like walking, talking, eating, hugging, and ultimately life itself.
For more than sixty years, firefighters have been Filling the Boot on street corners raising money to help MDA fight back.
The money raised will help children and adults in our community, and will also help support innovative research to change
the future for people with neuromuscular disease.
With traditional Fill the Boot drives on hiatus, we are counting on your support through the virtual Fill the Boot campaign
during these challenging times.
Please make your online donation (North Lincoln Fire L5154) at:

https://filltheboot.donordrive.com/participant/3934
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Parachute Packer
A graduate of the Naval Academy in Annapolis,
Captain Charles Plumb was a US Navy jet pilot in
Vietnam. After 75 combat missions and five days
before he was due to return home, his plane was
destroyed by a surface-to-air missile. Plumb ejected
and parachuted into enemy hands. He was captured
and spent 6 years in a communist Vietnamese prison.
He survived the ordeal and now lectures on lessons
learned from that experience.
One day, when Plumb and his wife were sitting in a
restaurant, a man at another table came up and said,
“You're Plumb! You flew jet fighters in Vietnam from
the aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk. You were shot down!”
“How in the world did you know that?” asked Plumb.
“I packed your parachute,” the man replied. Plumb
gasped in surprise and gratitude. The man pumped
his hand and said, “I guess it worked!”
Plumb assured him, “It sure did. If your chute hadn't
worked, I wouldn't be here today.”
Plumb couldn't sleep that night, thinking about that
man. Plumb says, “I kept wondering what he had
looked like in a Navy uniform: a white hat, a bib in
the back, and bell-bottom trousers. I wonder how
many times I might have seen him and not even said
“Good morning, how are you?” or anything because,
you see, I was a fighter pilot and he was just a sailor.
Plumb thought of the many hours the sailor had
spent at a long wooden table in the bowels of the ship,
carefully weaving the shrouds and folding the silks of
each chute, holding in his hands each time, the fate
of someone he didn't know.

Now, Plumb asks his
audience, “Who's
packing your parachute?
Everyone has someone
who provides what they
need to make it through
the day.”

Chaplain’s Corner
By Pauline Morrison

He also points out that he needed many kinds of
parachutes. When his plane was shot down over
enemy territory he needed his physical parachute, his
mental parachute, his emotional parachute, and his
spiritual parachute. He called on all these supports
before reaching safety.
Sometimes in the daily challenges that life gives us, we
miss what is really important. We may fail to say hello,
please, or thank you; fail to congratulate someone on
something wonderful that has happened to them, give
a compliment, or do something nice for no reason.
As you go through this week, this month, this year,
remember to acknowledge the people who pack your
parachutes.
Recognize that you, too, pack parachutes. Every time
you respond to a call, you’re packing someone’s
parachute. Every time you thank someone, or give
them a hand, or an encouraging word, you’re packing
their parachute. Thank you for doing so often, even
without the recognition that you so deserve! It is what
you do, who you are. And that somehow, also helps to
pack the parachute which sets you safely down on solid
ground: physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually.
Today, this is one way of thanking you for your part in
packing my parachute, and, my way of helping to pack
yours!

Grants Pass firefighters help rescue hummingbird

Firefighters are well-known for
saving cats from trees but how
about hummingbirds from the fire
station?

Crews called Wildlife Images to
see what to do and found out the
hummingbird needed some rest
and some much-needed
sugar water.

"Seeing that the hummingbird
was still breathing, probably just
In a video shared on Facebook,
needed some sugar water and
Grants Pass Department of Public some rest," said Battalion Chief
Safety showed firefighters helping Randy DeLonge.
a hummingbird. The station said
crews were opening the bay doors "You know to get some energy
when they found the little guy
up, their wings are going so fast
unable to move.
they do spend a lot of energy."
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The hummingbird later flew off
after gathering its strength.

KOBI-TV NBC 5 MEDFORD
Information received from Western
Fire Chiefs Association as posted
on the Oregon Daily Dispatch website on 8/5/2020.

About the Oregon Fire Service Museum
The Oregon Fire Service
Museum is an all volunteer
organization made up of a
diverse group of men and
women, including both active
and retired fire service personnel, fire history enthusiasts,
general historians, and people
who just like fire trucks.

“The museum’s goal to construct
a permanent facility to house its
donated collection of fire apparatus
and memorabilia and to provide
interactive opportunities for the
general public is laudable. The fire
service has a long, proud history in
Oregon—the Fire Service Museum,
Memorial, and Learning Center will
offer a singularly unique opportunity
to explore that history.”
– Rex Parks, Sr.,
President
Oregon Volunteer
Firefighters Association

We participate in community
safety fairs, fire department
open houses, antique fire
apparatus displays, and other
events. We strive to preserve
and share the history of fire
service in Oregon, promote
fire safety for all ages, and
raise public awareness of opportunities with local fire departments and other related organizations.

The Oregon Fire Service
Museum was organized in
1993. For a time, the
museum occupied space
in a building used by the
Oregon Office of State Fire
Marshal, but when that
office needed to expand,
OFSM began efforts to
develop its own museum
facility.

Over the years the design
and concepts for the
museum building and its use
evolved, and now Oregon
Fire Service Museum is
constructing a significant
facility at Powerland Heritage
Park in Brooks, Oregon, just off I-5 near Salem.

While the idea for a museum began with a handful
of people decades ago, now over one-hundred fire
departments throughout Oregon maintain departmental memberships, and a growing number of
individuals and families are sustaining members of
Fire Chief W. C. “Ted” Miller, whose career panned Oregon Fire Service Museum.
decades during the mid to late 20th Century, first
envisioned the statewide fire museum and inspired
Future Museum Location:
others to join his efforts to make his idea a reality.
3995 Brooklake Road NE
Salem, Oregon
The organization is governed by an elected board
of four officers and seven directors with a curator
appointed to the position.

Since ancient times, the people and technology used to fight fires have played an integral role in society. Oregon Fire
Service Museum (OFSM) is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit dedicated to sharing Oregon’s rich history of structural and wildland fire
service, providing and promoting public safety education for all ages, and honoring those in fire service. By preserving,
restoring, and displaying fire service artifacts, the statewide fire museum tells the story of evolving fire prevention and
suppression technology.
Construction of our new museum building is underway at Powerland Heritage Park in the heart of the Willamette Valley.
Located just off I-5 near Oregon’s state capital, Salem, the museum is part of a community of heritage museums. You
are invited to visit our site during one of Powerland’s scheduled events and see a small sample of our collection of fire
apparatus, check out our interactive temporary Information Center, and maybe even try your hand at a bucket brigade or
other kid-friendly activity. Follow our progress on Facebook.
OFSM is an all-volunteer organization. Contact us to volunteer, to learn more about ways you can get involved. Memberships help fund the museum operating budget. Your tax-deductible donation will help with construction of our phase 1
museum building, exhibit creation, and further expansion of the museum to accommodate our collection.
Oregon Fire Service Museum is endorsed by the Oregon Fire Marshals Association, the Oregon Fire District Directors
Association, the Oregon Volunteer Firefighters Association, Marion County Fire District #1, and the Chemeketa Community
College’s Fire Science Program.

Museum Collection

The Oregon Fire Service Museum’s Collection includes a wide range of fire service artifacts, from hydrants and
helmets to vintage turnout gear and uniforms, fire extinguishers, first aid and rescue equipment, photographs,
fire alarm systems, memorabilia and more.
(Continued on Page 5
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NLFR Anniversaries

September
Birthdays

Stephanie
White
Firefighter
September
4th

Ken Brown
Captain
17 Years

Loren Nordyke
Captain
12 Years

Lacy LeDoux
Lieutenant
8 Years

Ryan Schlecht
Firefighter
7 Years

Shanna Cox
Firefighter
4 Years

Jerry Sneed
Firefighter
4 Years

Candice Dickson
Firefighter
4 Years

Ken Brown
Captain
September
5th
Aleta Carte
Support Services
4 Years
Brandon
Storm
Recruit
September
10th

Bob Wentz
Support
Services
September
13th

Arturo Aguilar, Jr.
Firefighter
1 Year

Stephanie White
Firefighter
1 Year

Joshua Roberts
Firefighter
1 Year

Zack Lane
Firefighter
1 Year

Riley Schroeder
Firefighter
1 Year

Jared Bryan
Firefighter
1 Year

Zack Lane
Firefighter
September
29th
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Tim Delugach
Firefighter
1 Year

Sam Anderson
Firefighter
1 Year

The Oregon Fire Service Museum (continued from Page 3)
The Apparatus Collection includes the c. 1820 Abbot & Downing hand pumper Molly Stark, various hand-drawn
hose and chemical carts from the late 19th and early 20th Centuries, and the following motorized apparatus:
1902 American-LaFrance Steamer with 1916 motorized
tractor (on loan)
1914 American LaFrance pumper
1923 Ford TT Hose Wagon
1925 Seagrave 85’wooden aerial tillered ladder truck
1936 Seagrave pumper
1936 American-LaFrance & Foamite Industries, Inc.
“Invader” ladder/quad. This is the only one of this type
ever made.
1938/41 Ford chassis converted to a fire engine by Gloyd
Hall with Neep Equipment Company

Message from the Chief (continued from page 1)

training them through a series of Target Solutions
online training and then hands-on practical work.
Chief Strange is working on a schedule. These
new recruits will start coming to drill nights and
Association Meetings as soon all paperwork is
completed.
It is time to say farewell to two of our employees.
Both Steven Kha and Matt Miller have been offered
jobs with the Lake Oswego Fire Department and
are leaving. Congratulations! We are proud of your
accomplishments.
Taking their place are FF/PM Jake Mellander and
FF/EMT Sam Hockett. Jake has worked for Pacific
West in the past; most recently as a single role
paramedic for the Lebanon Fire District. He is no
stranger to Lincoln City or NLFR. Sam comes from
the Warm Springs Fire District where he has been
for the last few years as a firefighter EMT.
Thank You for all your support and stay safe.
Chief Dahlman

Line-of-Duty Death (LODD)
If you haven’t completed the forms for your file, please see
Lois at Station 1400. The questionnaire form outlines your
wishes regarding the type of funeral you wish, who to be
involved, etc, etc. There are funds available through various
agencies to assist your family; however, beneficiary forms
MUST be completed and in your file. Please take a few
minutes to insure your wishes are carried out and to assist
your family.

1946 Ford – Howard Cooper pumper
1944 Seagrave 85’ ladder truck
1950 Kenworth – Howard Cooper pumper (on loan)
1951 Maxim – Wentworth & Irwin pumper
1954 Crown “Firecoach” triple combination fire engine
1956 International/Howard Cooper canopy cab pumper
1957 GMC – FMC pumper
1958 American LaFrance 700 series 85’ aerial ladder truck
1958 Peter Pirsch 85’ aerial ladder truck
1966 Ford/Western States pumper

Info from the
August 10th
Association Meeting

FILL THE BOOT

will be done online
this year. Information
is on page 1 and
on the District’s
webpage.

Future Association
Meetings will be
held on
odd months:
September (9)
November (11)
January (01)
March (03)
May (05)
July (07)
If a meeting is
needed between
the odd months,
a special meeting
will be held and
you will be
notified.

DISTRICT
MEETINGS
Board of Directors
September 9, 2020
4:00pm
Station 1400
(Documents will be posted at
nlfr.org on 9-4-2020)
The District will be
following the
mandate regarding
public gatherings.
The public is invited to
attend all board
meetings.
See the board agenda
at nlfr.org
for information
how to
attend electronically.

Kindness
begins with the
understanding
that
we all struggle.

(Charles Glassman)
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RUNNING A RED LIGHT IS EXTEMELY DANGEROUS
Oregon Department of Transportation—News Release—August 3, 2020

SALEM – How many times have you run a red
light… or seen someone do it? If you’re still
alive, you’re lucky. Red light running is a
significant cause of serious injury crashes in
Oregon. Because it often results in T-bone
crashes, red light running can cause debilitating brain injury and death. It is essential that
every driver in Oregon heed the warning to
Stop on Red.
[August 3 through August 8 was National Stop
On Red Week, and safety advocates hope
Oregon drivers will learn and obey the law.
“When you run a red light, you are usually
moving through the intersection at a higherthan-average rate of speed,” said Kelly
Kapri, Safe and Courteous Driving Program
manager. “You need to stop on red, as it can
be a matter of life or death.”
What does steady yellow mean? A steady
yellow signal warns you that the signal is
about to turn red. Stop before entering the
intersection. If you cannot top safely, drive
carefully through it.
What does steady red mean? A steady red signal
means stop and remain stopped until the signal changes.
You are allowed to make the following turns on red after
coming to a complete stop unless a sign or police officer
states otherwise.

Here are a few steps you can take to be prepared to stop
safely at the next red light:



Recognize the “Dilemma Zone.” This is where you're
approaching an intersection, and the light changes from
green to yellow. Stop safely before entering the intersection.



When entering a two-way road, you may turn right.





When entering a one-way road, you may turn right
or left in the direction of the one-way road.



Know Oregon’s laws on traffic lights.
Control your speed at all times.



Never drive drowsy, distracted or impaired.

Call the EAP for the help you need.
Confidential, free professional assistance for you
and your family members
24/7/365—always available.
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Stress
Financial
Legal
Caregiving
Substance Abuse
Professional Development

Believe in your dreams

We rise by lifting others

Close Calls: Cast to the Wind — An Oceanside Mayday
Author – Billy Goldfeder (Aug 1st, 2020)
From www.firehouse.com

Billy Goldfeder's
column indicates
how multiple missteps on the fireground led to a
firefighter in peril.

Beach towns can create significant challenges for fire
departments: large, wood-frame dwellings, some with
additions and related complications; water supply
problems; and response and staffing problems. The one
common denominator: the winds. Anyone who studies
the fire service knows that the wind is no friend to a firefighter.
The Monmouth Beach Fire Department (MBFD) covers a
small, oceanside borough in Monmouth County, NJ, with
approximately 20 all-volunteer members.
The dwelling that’s involved in this close call was constructed in 1905. It is a wood, three-story, 2,000-squarefoot, single-family dwelling. A similar structure next door
(with just 10 feet of separation) became an involved exposure on the B side.
My sincere thanks to all of those who helped to provide
the information for this article, particularly Chief Robert
Pasquariello, Chief Ronald Guidetti and Chief Charles

Size-Up Editor’s Note:
I realize this article is quite
long. However, I thought
it was an interesting read
and hope you do also.
(Lois)

Account from Chief Robert Pasquariello
The MBFD and Sea Bright Fire & Rescue (automatic
aid) were dispatched for a reported building fire at a
dwelling that is located two blocks from the Atlantic
Ocean. With the report of a working fire and visual,
heavy black smoke in the sky from about a half-mile
away, I requested the alarm to be upgraded to a “Box
Alarm” level, bringing in a rapid-intervention crew
(RIC) from Neptune Township Unexcelled Fire
Company and a quint from the Long Branch Fire
Department (LBFD). Responding with the quint was
career Capt. Carl Griffin and volunteer Chief of
Department Ron Guidetti.
Sea Bright (SBFD) Engine 1 responded instantaneously with a crew of Chief Charles Murphy and two
firefighters. I instructed SBFD Engine 1 to find their
own hydrant and lay a supply line into the fire for
themselves.
Upon my arrival, I observed fire and black smoke
issuing from the second-floor front windows, the B
side (east) and C side of the building. I also observed
fire extending via direct flame impingement and
radiated heat to the building adjacent to the B exposure. There was a significant west wind blowing from
the D to B side of each building at approximately
20–30 mph.
I positioned my vehicle in a driveway across the roadway from the original fire building and made a brief
on-scene report while also requesting a second alarm
be transmitted. I established command.
SBFD Engine 1 stretched a 400-foot 1¾-inch attack
line for suppression to the area between the original
fire building and the exposure building.
I instructed MBFD Tower 1 (the first-due ladder) to
position the tower ladder between both buildings and
prepare for tower ladder operations; they were fed a
5-inch supply from SBFD Engine 1.

Multiple mutual-aid departments operating without benefit
of common policies and coordinated training contributed to
a member's need to be rescued. At the same time, the
member's commitment to donning full PPE and continual
work on LUNAR, PASS alarm activation and self-rescue
techniques put him in position to be saved.
Photos by Kevin Decker

Griffin arrived and reported to the command post.
I requested his quint to lay their own 400-foot, 5-inch
feed line to the fire building. I assigned Griffin to the
original fire building with his crew of five firefighters for
fire attack.
Continued on page 8
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Note: In Monmouth County, fireground channels are
simplex and aren’t monitored by a dispatcher. This
requires the incident commander (IC) to maintain
Upon initiation of an interior attack in both buildings,
communications on two different radio channels at a
several divisions were established, and supervisors were minimum (one fireground and one to dispatch). This can
assigned to reduce span-of-control and increase safety
be taxing in the best scenario; at this incident, command
and efficiency. This included MBFD Assistant Chief Tim
would have been required to monitor no fewer than five
Griffin (Carl Griffin’s brother) to the second and third
different frequencies.
(attic) floors of the B exposure with a crew of two MBFD
members.

Close Calls

(continued from page 7)

The initial crew that were assigned to stretch a line to
Tim Griffin’s position inadvertently stretched to the
second floor of the original fire building to Carl Griffin’s
position. This caused the first “domino to fall” for me at
the command post: I continued receiving resource
requests from a division supervisor who I assigned
resources to, but they were not there.
Members briefly were removed from the original fire
building approximately 45 minutes into the incident when
Guidetti was cut off by fire while operating on the third
floor. Guidetti was removed via aerial ladder and was
uninjured.
There was momentary confusion as to the accountability
of this fire building when two members appeared at the
third-floor windows, unassigned, and then disappeared.
The crew in the bucket of MBFD Tower 1 reported that
they attempted to remove one of these members but
that he withdrew from the window to find his partner and
hadn’t returned. These members were located by sight
on the sidewalk in front of the fire building and accounted
for by Carl Griffin.
From the command post, conditions appeared to rapidly
deteriorate: heavy, brown/black smoke issued nearly
simultaneously from the front door (second floor), D side
and rear. Members were withdrawn until the fire again
was controlled by exterior streams and a structural
reconnaissance was conducted. Members reentered
to complete extinguishment and overhaul.
Although there was no radio mayday from Guidetti, the
RIC would have been the resource to assist in his
removal. They were assigned and there; however,
without communicating directly with them, I completely
wasted them as a resource.
I utilized Monmouth County Fire Marshal’s Office Fire
Coordinator Jim Fenn as a “command technician,” and
he also coordinated all communications between the
command post and dispatch. This position proved
invaluable.
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A significant wind of some 20–30 mph plagued the incident,
including causing a similar neighboring structure to become
involved. The second structure's involvement contributed to
confusion that led to a firefighter being cut off from other
members.

Account from Chief Charles Murphy, Jr.
As we arrived, I instructed my chauffeur to take his own
hydrant, off the street, leaving the street accessible to
the truck companies that I knew would be following us in.
I instructed my backseat firefighter that we would stretch
our long line, which is a 400-foot, 1¾-inch attack line.
This decision proved to be beneficial, because it allowed
MBFD’s Tower 1 unobstructed access to the front of the
building.
We deployed the 400-foot attack line to the area in
between the main fire building and the B exposure
building. After knocking down some fire, I turned the
nozzle over to my firefighter, at which time I conducted
reconnaissance of the rear of both buildings, after which
command assigned me as the B exposure supervisor.
I instructed my firefighter to relocate our line to the front
door of the B exposure. After a short stint of defensive
operations, we proceeded through the unlocked front
door. As we proceeded down the hallway into the kitchen
area, we were met with heavy smoke conditions to the
floor and moderate heat. Members located two additional
rooms of fire: an office area and a dining/den-type area.
The den area led to the enclosed porch area, which also
was heavily involved with fire.
Continued on page 9

Close Calls

(continued from page 8 )

After a few short minutes of fire suppression, all of the
main body of fire was knocked down on the first level.
I previously observed pockets of fire traveling in pipe
chases that extended up to the second floor. The members from MBFD began to open up the ceiling, and the
pockets of fire were extinguished. While opening up, it
was determined that there were two different ceilings in
the dining/den area. The original sheetrock ceiling was
dropped, which exposed wooden furring strips. Above
them was the original plaster-and-lathe ceiling, which
concealed a heavy amount of fire. After dropping both
ceiling systems, all remaining visible fire was extinguished.
While extinguishing the pockets of fire, I heard over the
radio that someone was coming out of the second-floor
window and to get a ladder. Not knowing which building
they were referring to, I immediately ran to the second
floor of the B exposure, where I met Tim Griffin. I confirmed with him that all of his firefighters were accounted
for and nobody was in distress. I then observed through
a window Guidetti exiting the second floor of the main
fire building via the aerial ladder of LBFD.

I needed to control my breathing. I went for my mic to
transmit the mayday and begin my LUNAR report. No
mic. No radio. (After the fire, my mic cord was discovered
caught under a large armoire, and my radio cord was
stretched about 10 feet under debris at the window).
(Author’s note: Guidetti was carrying two radios, one for
trunked communication and one for VHF/fireground. The
fireground radio was in a chest radio pocket, and its mic
was what came loose and became caught in the armoire.
This unknowingly pulled the radio from the radio pocket.
The trunked radio was a “loaner” radio until LBFD’s order
for permanent radios arrives. The loaner apparently had
a malfunctioning remote microphone.)
At this point, my experience kicked in, going through
LUNAR and air management. I continued to self-rescue
and found a window. I tried to break the glass. Although
the window shattered, it wouldn’t break all the way. I decided to feel for the locks and remove each panel. As I
did, I found that the lower panel had fallen. I was able to
hang myself out of the window to alert the other firefighters that I was in need of being rescued.

Fire and heavy forceful smoke were rolling over my head.
I attempted to exit the window with my mask hanging
down. The aerial ladder was extended to just below the
Account from Chief Ronald Guidetti
windowsill, which jammed my mask and low-pressure air
Upon arrival, I was assigned to the original fire building
hose against the outer wall of the A side: I couldn’t move
to assist Carl Griffin with suppression operations. He and in any direction. I expressed that the aerial had to be
I decided to break the crews into two sectors because of retracted, so I could freely escape onto the ladder. Once
the amount of fire and fire spread.
this was completed, I self-evacuated onto the ladder.
Four firefighters and I advanced a primary and a backup
1¾-inch line up the stairs. As we did, fire was darkening
down. One firefighter went up and split off to the left; the
other firefighters went up and slightly right, advancing on
the fire.
At this point, we encountered high heat. We maintained
this position until we could assess to advance. With this,
I advised the nozzleman to maintain that position. I proceeded to my right into the room to conduct ventilation
and a quick primary search. I felt a blast of high heat.
All of a sudden, conditions turned for the worse: high
heat and a total loss of visibility.
I turned around to retreat and encountered severe heat,
as if I were in a chimney. I heard the other firefighters
calling to get out, all the time hearing the handline working. During this, I kept the wall at my right, making my
attempt to find a second way out.
I had activated my PASS alarm and now, to make
matters worse, my Vibralert low-air warning went off.
My heads-up display was in the yellow, so I knew that

There are a few lessons to share about why I am here to
speak about this today.
Always don your PPE to the fullest. Never cut corners.
You won’t have time when your life is on the line to don
a piece of equipment that you didn’t take the time to put
on properly.
Never stop training. I have attended countless hours of
training. I haven’t stopped learning and haven’t stopped
reading about fire topics.
Training saved my life: LUNAR, firefighter safety and
survival courses, air management, etc. A few simple
steps can save air and save your life.
I didn’t have my radio to transmit the mayday and
LUNAR; however, that didn’t stop me from running it
through my head: LUNAR, PASS alarm activation and
self-rescue techniques.
Continued on page 10
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Close Calls

details and makes it very hard to focus on the bigger
picture. At this point in my career, this is overwhelmingly
Comments from Chief Goldfeder
the area that I have personally failed the greatest. It has
More and more suburban departments—both career and to change.”
volunteer—operate with automatic mutual-aid agencies
because of staffing challenges. Although the help is great And it can change, but it takes untiring chiefs, mayors
and, certainly, needed, it demands expanded responsibil- and commissioners, supported by the firefighters.
ity from the chiefs, in general, and the IC, specifically.
A simple template of “Is this good for the public?”
Without question, discipline while operating under
and “Is this good for the firefighters’ ability to serve and
common policies that everyone has trained on is critical. survive?” helps to find the correct solutions almost every
(continued from page 9)

time.

Pasquariello explains that it’s a very difficult “tightrope
walk” between allowing firefighters to be firefighters and
protecting them from themselves. “I personally struggle
mightily with the hypocrisy of ordering members not to
do things that I did as a firefighter,” Pasquariello says.
“I justify this to myself by assuming I have learned from
my mistakes and don’t want others to repeat them.”
This is a common feeling among all of us: Knowing what
we did back then and having the responsibility of the fire
that we now own. Identify what is appropriate and what
is not and accept zero tolerance on fireground playing,
period.
Pasquariello believes that it’s imperative that the IC have
people that he/she can depend upon and trust. “This trust
can only be built by experience with each other,” he says.
“However, that experience is hard to come by now and
has to be built during training if lack of fire duty precludes
it.”
If your department runs regular mutual or automatic
mutual aid, now is a good time to set aside any excuses
and to start working on the items that are needed for
increased success on your fire scenes. By scheduling
regular first-alarm drills, aligning policies and procedures
and just having some familiarization activities, the payoff
is priceless.
In the area I work, up until about a dozen years ago,
every fire department was their own island—and calling
mutual aid was seen as a failure, an ego killer. The
so-called leaders completely forget that we would lose
structures, but they’d be giddy proud that they didn’t call
anyone. That’s absolute insanity from (past) chiefs who
failed to look at the big picture: taking care of the people
who have the fire and taking care of the firefighters who
take care of the people.
Pasquariello says it’s difficult to operate with multiple
mutual-aid departments when they don’t play from the
same playbook. “What this creates for me as the IC is
near-immediate task and strategic saturation,” he notes.
“Having to give specific orders to every rig that calls in
service bogs the IC down in the minutiae of the
10

Pasquariello states that there is no worse feeling in the
world than the feeling that the control of the fireground is
“getting away from you.” Reports that there are members
in the wrong places or missing, particularly when you
didn’t assign them to begin with, can make you feel
overwhelmed the quickest.
“At this fire, I received several requests from Tim Griffin
for a line to the second floor of the B exposure,”
Pasquariello says. “I already assigned a company with
six members and a hoseline to his position, but because
of a miscommunication with a company officer, they went
to the wrong building.
“At nearly the same time, we had: a member cut off
by fire; ‘straggler’ members showing up at windows in
buildings that they weren’t assigned to; and rapidly
worsening conditions in another building. The IC has to
have the ability to tighten the reins and regain control.”
Pasquariello says he has found that one effective way to
do this is to threaten to take away the ability for members
to keep working “if members don’t conform to what I want
them to do and where I want them to do it.
“I have been ridiculed, but I can honestly say that it
doesn’t bother me at all. It is vitally important for me to
not allow the tail to wag the dog.”
Pasquariello is exactly right. This isn’t about who gets to
do what job nor about who likes who. This is about the
job—career, volunteer, whatever. Of course, by the
nature of who we are as firefighters, we like to get along
and enjoy being with one another, but it never can be at
the expense of operating as competent pros.
The fireground is not a freelancing democracy. Quite
frankly, there must be clear, dictatorial control and
communication by the IC to ensure that what is
expected is being done. That only can be accomplished
by highly trained firefighters and officers who “get it,”
specifically related to their own behaviors and personal
accountability.

Plymouth (Massachusetts) Fire Department Helps Escort Mayflower II into Plymouth Harbor
PLYMOUTH – Chief G. Edward Bradley is pleased to announce that the
Plymouth Fire Department assisted local and state agencies to provide an escort
for the renovated Mayflower II ship into Plymouth Harbor on Monday, Aug. 10.
The ship, which is a replica of the original Mayflower that brought the Pilgrims to
America 400 years ago this year, docked at Pilgrim Memorial State Park following
a month-long journey up the coast from Connecticut.
The ship had been receiving more than $11 million worth of renovations at the
Mystic Seaport. Once complete, the ship sailed up the coast and docked at the
Massachusetts Maritime Academy in Buzzards Bay on Saturday.
Monday marked the final leg of the ship’s journey. Plymouth Fire Department’s
fire boat joined in the escort alongside units from the Plymouth Police Department, Plymouth Harbormaster, Massachusetts State Police Marine Unit and
Massachusetts Environmental Police.
Responsibilities of the escort vessels included providing a “security zone,”
maintaining a clear path and ensuring safe boating standards for nearby vessels.
Escort vessels were also responsible for monitoring, responding to and reporting
any boating emergencies that may have occurred while the Mayflower II made its
The Plymouth Fire Department’s fire boat way into the harbor. As part of the escort, the PFD fire boat performed a “water
assisted in an escort for the Mayflower II salute” by engaging its on-board water pump. “We were thrilled to be able to
ship into Plymouth Harbor on Monday,
assist in the escort for the Mayflower II, which pays homage to an iconic part of
Aug. 10. (Photo courtesy Plymouth Fire
Plymouth’s history and culture,” Chief Bradley said. “We were fortunate that the
Department)
weather cooperated with us, and that we were able to take part in this special
event.”
The Mayflower II’s ceremonial journey was to be part of a larger celebration for the Mayflower’s 400th anniversary, but
plans needed to be scaled back as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The ship will now remain docked in Plymouth
Harbor, where it has been a tourist attraction since being gifted to the town from England in 1956.
(From THE CAPECOD.COM NEWSCENTER )
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Why do we celebrate Labor Day?
Labor Day 2020 will occur on Monday, September 7. Labor
Day pays tribute to the contributions and achievements of
American workers and is traditionally observed on the first
Monday in September. It was created by the labor movement
in the late 19th century and became a federal holiday in 1894.
Labor Day weekend also symbolizes the end of summer for
many Americans, and is celebrated with parties, street parades
and athletic events.
Labor Day originated during one of American labor
history’s most dismal chapters.

The idea of a “workingmen’s holiday,” celebrated on the
first Monday in September, caught on in other industrial
centers across the country, and many states passed
legislation recognizing it. Congress would not legalize
the holiday until 12 years later, when a watershed moment in American labor history brought workers’ rights
squarely into the public’s view. On May 11, 1894, employees of the Pullman Palace Car Company in Chicago
went on strike to protest wage cuts and the firing of
union representatives.

On June 26, the American Railroad Union, led
by Eugene V. Debs, called for a boycott of all Pullman
In the late 1800s, at the height of the Industrial Revolu- railway cars, crippling railroad traffic nationwide. To
tion in the United States, the average American worked break the Pullman strike, the federal government
12-hour days and seven-day weeks in order to eke
dispatched troops to Chicago, unleashing a wave of
out a basic living. Despite restrictions in some states,
riots that resulted in the deaths of more than a dozen
children as young as 5 or 6 toiled in mills, factories
workers.
and mines across the country, earning a fraction of
their adult counterparts’ wages.
Who Created Labor Day?
People of all ages, particularly the very poor and
recent immigrants, often faced extremely unsafe
working conditions, with insufficient access to fresh
air, sanitary facilities and breaks.
As manufacturing increasingly supplanted agriculture
as the wellspring of American employment, labor unions, which had first appeared in the late 18th century,
grew more prominent and vocal. They began organizing
strikes and rallies to protest poor conditions and compel employers to renegotiate hours and pay.
Many of these events turned violent during this period,
including the infamous Haymarket Riot of 1886, in
which several Chicago policemen and workers were
killed. Others gave rise to longstanding traditions: On
September 5, 1882, 10,000 workers took unpaid time
off to march from City Hall to Union Square in New
York City, holding the first Labor Day parade in U.S.
history.

A mob burning freight cars during the Pullman Strike in Chicago,
1894.

In the wake of this massive unrest and in an attempt
to repair ties with American workers, Congress passed
an act making Labor Day a legal holiday in the District
of Columbia and the territories. On June 28, 1894,
President Grover Cleveland signed it into law. More
than a century later, the true founder of Labor Day
has yet to be identified.
Labor Day Celebrations
Labor Day is still celebrated in cities and towns across
the United States with parades, picnics, barbecues,
fireworks displays and other public gatherings. For
many Americans, particularly children and young
adults, it represents the end of the summer and the
start of the back-to-school season.

illustration of the first American Labor parade held in New York City
on September 5, 1882 as it appeared in Frank Leslie's Weekly
illustrated Newspaper's September 16, 1882 issue.
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